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ABSTRACT 

The debate of mixed versus separate land-use communities still constitutes a controversial 

matter for different interest groups. A growing number of scholars agree that neighborhoods with 

mixed compared to separate land-use could achieve sustainable development. On the other hand, 

residents and practitioners defend neighborhoods with separate land-use where residents can find 

calm, safety and open greenery spaces. On the other hand' Egyptian authorities fluctuates between 

promoting and restricting mixed versus separate land-use. Based on a case study in greater Cairo 

region (Egypt), the research poses to analyze and document the impact of land-use pattern on 

resident's satisfaction and perception of sustainable development; with reference to their 

socioeconomic level, and to explore the validity of such impact in Egypt. The case study was 

selected to be developed by the state and implies open public communities and not including private 

or gated property, to isolate any missleading satisfaction level. 

The research found many contradictions and conflicts more than anticipated by literature review, 

before the start of the research. The research concluded a correlation between resident’s 

satisfactions to the role of land-use on urban development and their socioeconomic Level. The 

analyses indicate that high-income residents' satisfaction to living in mixed-use neighborhoods more 

likely avoided based on key factors of environmental, social, and urban indicators; compared to low 

income residents' satisfaction, who found living in mixed neighborhoods more highly preferred 

based on key factors of functional and economic indicators. 

Keywords: Mixed Vs. Separate Land-use Patterns, Residents Satisfaction, Residents income 

level, Development Indicators. 

1. Introduction 

Land-use pattern is an essential part of urban morphology of cities. A historical review of 

such reveals a continuous fluctuation of land-use pattern from traditional mixed land-use, 

followed by modern separate land-use, then revisited new post-modern trends of TOD, smart 

growth and new urbanism that retrieved mixed land-use. The type of adopted land-use-

pattern not only affects urban morphology but also affects achieved urban development. 
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The idea of mixed versus separate land-use came under attack after 1970s. It still 

constitutes a debate between researchers, practitioners, residents and authorities. A growing 

number of researchers agree that separate land-use could impose negative impacts on urban 

development compared to mixed land-use. They argued that separate communities have 

destructive impacts on the long-term sustainability of cities. On the other hand' residents and 

practitioners criticized the negative impacts of mixed communities and defend the concept of 

separate land-use where residents can found calm, open greenery spaces. On the other hand' 

Egyptian authorities fluctuates between promoting and restricting mixed versus separate 

land-use in new initiated and existing transformed developments.  

1.1 Research aim: 

The aim is to assess the concept of mixed versus separate land-use communities and to evaluate 

their impacts on residents' satisfaction and perception of sustainable development; with specific 

reference to different involved study population, their perception, attitude, and behavior regarding 

the impacts of land-use pattern on sustainability. The aim is to test the validity of this in Cairo. 

1.2 Research hypothis: 

The paper hypothesized that resident’s satisfaction of the efficiency of mixed land-use compared 

to separate land-use mainly influenced by their socioeconomic level and that current separate land-

use urban form in new Egyptian cities rather than be solution for urban development it becomes part 

of the problem, It makes them less sustainable compared to traditional communities.   

1.3 Research method: 

A comparative analysis is used to test and compare the relation between land use 

pattern and resident's satisfaction and perception of urban development. The research 

depends on two interlocking stages. First, literature review to introduce the two variables 

of the research, land-use patterns in terms of concept, historical development, and 

measurable variables. In addition, to introduce urban development in terms of concepts, 

types and measurable indices. Finally, Field study for four neighborhoods in Greater Cairo 

Region to test the mutual relationship between the two variables. The field study go 

through three steps: Measuring pattern of land-use, measuring resident's perception of 

sustainable development indicators, and testing the validity of their relations. The research 

based on spatial model for measuring land-use pattern and Semi structured interview for 

measuring resident's satisfaction to urban development. 

2. Literature review: 

Scholars from various disciplines and practitioners all over the world are particularly 

interested in analyzing land-use patterns, types, measures, and their impacts on different 

dimensions of urban development. Numerous methodologies and frameworks are 

constructed to measure land-use patterns to build strong relation between land-use patterns 

and achieved urban development [1], others concerns to evaluate the effect mixed 

communities Impose on all dimensions of city and urban development. Some of which 

focus on their impact on Social Capital [2] [3], while others on urban life and livability [4]. 

Another group focuses on social sustainability [5], while others concerns urban 

development [6], and finally those on the measuring mixed vs. separate attitudes [7]. In 

this part an extensive literature review for three interlocking parts are documented. The 

first part handles mixed land-use in terms of the concept, historical development and 
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reaching to its measurable variables. The second part handles theoretical review of the 

impacts of mixed versus separate land-use on urban development. The third deduce 

development indicators and its measurable indices.  

2.1 Land-use pattern and their measurement method: (separate versus mixed) 

Land-use pattern can be resembled in term of micro scale starting from block level, and 

neighborhood level to macro scale in city scale level. The scope of this research is 

concerning land-use pattern in neighborhood level. In this scales, the meaning of Land-use 

pattern can be explained regarding combination between residential units and other 

activities especially the one that are necessary for everyday life. It can be explained in 

terms of two extremes, separate land-use community, and mixed land-use community.  

Mixed-use neighborhood mostly exists in traditional neighborhood, the one that 

contains all services mixed with residential areas and enables residents to perform daily 

activities without using private car. Many of these neighborhoods have services and 

facilities within walking distance. Complete or traditional neighborhoods encourage 

walking; residents pedestrians are forced to compete with cars along busy highways and to 

walk across expensive parking lots.  

Separate land-use neighborhood mostly exists in new suburban neighborhoods, the one 

that contains only houses and services are gathered and separated from residential area. 

Some times daily needs are not met in the neighborhood or even in town; they are instead 

fulfilled at large megastores in malls or strip malls located at regional scale. If residents 

want to shop, they must travel by car to find services. 

 Many scholars searched for measures for land-use pattern [7] [8]. Our research 

concerns the spatial variables of land-use-pattern as main formation of urban form, and 

accordingly affects urban development. Land-use pattern is a spatial characteristic of 

neighborhood model. Size, shape and location of uses indicate the efficiency of landuse 

pattern. Landuse pattern is a working definition of neighbourhood landuse type, and forms 

the core of debate on mixed versus separate use and their impact on development. It can be 

classified under heading of landuse mix, variation and intensity. The (dividing vs. 

connecting) line between different land uses (residential and non-residential) represent the 

mixed vs. separation of land use define the pattern, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Spatial Representation of mixed-use pattern and Indicators for measurement [9] 
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2.1.1 Historical background (mixed vs. separate) communities in Egypt: 
Land-use pattern in Egypt passed through different stages and paradigm shifts. It reflects 

fluctuation between mixed land-use in traditional cities, and separate land-use in modern 

city, then a transformation from separate to mixed land-use with common orientation to 

separate land-use in new communities. Mixed-land-use district is an ordinary attribute for the 

majority of Egyptian cities [11]. The spread of commercial uses along circulation spines and 

among residential uses is a normal aspect for conventional Egyptian cities [11]. 

Separate-land-use district is a foreign attribute for new communities' wave; the pioneers 

who learned in the western world have translated this pattern to Egypt, in a process of 

westernization. This foreign idea introduced practical and scientific methods of planning 

that did not emerge from traditional processes [12]. It provides an alternative based on 

criticism of disadvantages of mixed-land-use that have spread in all over traditional 

communities. Almost all plans of new cities based on modern theories of master plans 

where residential districts are designed with segregated land-use pattern, of pure residential 

clusters, with all services separated in centers [13]. 

The concept separated-land-use are faced with different attetudes; first, most of the 

separate neighbourhoods that have been planned based on concept of central separate 

services like nasr city and new cairo has been gradually transformed into a different 

approach obeying mixed use specially across the main arterial roads. second, many 

compounds not only work to have separate services but also to remove services from 

consideration and replace them with facilities. third a new trend of new developments use 

postmodern mixed use patterns in new developments like Sodic East-town and Westtown.  

2.2 The impacts of land-use pattern on sustainable urban development: 

Neomerous theoretical reviews presents numerous methodologies and frameworks that 

are constructed to evaluate the effect imposed by types of land-use on urban development. 

Since 1960, worldwide case study research shows a contradicting orientation for the idea 

of mixed communities. Most of the committee’s among which, sustainable residential 

neighborhood, smart growth, livability, and healthy communities agreed that mixed 

communities is a basic principle of creating cohesive communities. Mixed-use derives 

from core aspects of the urban sustainability agenda.   

International making cities livable (IMCL) conference discusses ideas about livable 

places, its choolars Found mixed use, multi-functional public places, as well-functioning of 

public realm - meetings, encounters, dialogue among people young and old with a diversity 

of backgrounds, acquaintances, friends and strangers [14].  

American Institute of architecture (AIA) and Agenda of Urban task force developed 

Ten general design principles for creating a livable communities, among them to 

encourage Mixed-use development: Integrating different land-uses and varied building 

types creates vibrant, pedestrian-friendly, and diverse communities. [15]. 

New Urbanism (NU) strives to build communities that promote mixed-use developments and 

pedestrian-friendly designs, attempt to build a sense of community via integrating private residential 

space with surrounding public space, to affect the formation of social networks and forms of 

interaction between residents and norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness. 
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The Habitat’s Program for Sustainable Cities (UN) promoted mixed use as a tool for 

achieving sustainable city in social, economic and physical development made to last. In 

term efficiency in using energy, water, and other resources minimization of required inputs 

of energy, water, protecting occupant health, Reducing waste, pollution and environmental 

degradation waste output of heat, air pollution.  

Salingarous criticized contemporary separate land-use compaired to traditional mixed 

land-use, for not having the same degree of interconnections and accordingly discourage 

urban life, movements and interactions, they are disconnected in a separate sense [16]. 

Peter Calthorbe recommended that single-use zoning should be replaced with standards for 

mixed-use and walkable neighborhoods [17].  

Jacobs exposed the importance of vitality of city, by focusing on the importance of the 

diversity into the city’s streets and district. She rewuire district and as many of its internal parts as 

possible, must serve more than primary function, preferably more than two. She found that mixed 

use has the potential to attract more pedestrian activity, increase social interaction, and thus 

restore a richer, more vibrant, and more diverse urban life. She thinks that fine-grained mixed use 

is a crucial component of urban vitality was perhaps the first in a series of powerful critiques [4].  

Most of them found mixed use as abundant with life, compact short distance buildings, 

services are in walking distance, livable public domain with commercial axis. They found 

mixed communities functionally and socially sustainable. 

2.3  Sutability to Egyptian Context: 

Mixed use is a spontaneous response for a series of social arrangements (Bardaa 1992). It 

is common in traditional districts to encourage people to live and feel satisfaction through 

gathering, collecting and mixing people and their requirements and activities into one place 

or in Arabic “lama” [18]. Egyptian people often prefer streets, buildings and neighborhoods 

that are abundant with life and activities and thus safe, whereas spaces that are not inhabited 

or used by people are seen as unsafe. Accordingly, people believe that mixed uses support 

their neighborhoods in being safe and full of activities or in Arabic “Wanass” [18].  

According to Ghanamm [18], Egyptian people prefer "Wanas” that refers to people 

preference of having streets, buildings, and neighborhoods that are abundant with life and 

activities, thus be safe over those quit, empty, not inhabited or used by people thus scary 

and unsafe areas, just like streets at night. Thus Egyptian people believe that mixed uses 

support their buildings, streets, neighborhoods and city to be safe and full of life [11].  

2.4 Sustainable Development Indicators: 

After the previous literature review on the subject of land-use patterns and their relative 

impacts on development, the research found achieving sustainable development rests on 

five easy-to-investigate indicators: urban, functional, social, economic, and environmental 

indicators [19] that will be investigated by resident's satisfaction. 

2.4.1 Urban and visual indicators: (U.I) 
Urban and visual satisfaction indicators can be investigated in terms of questions 

regarding pedestrian movement, way finding, urban diversity and choices [20].   

Ur1 Pedestrian 

movement  

It refers to make streets and urban spaces easy, safe, and pleasure, safe, 

livable pedestrian network, and urban spaces movement network [21]. 

Ur2 Diversity and It refers to create change and diversities to achieve pleasure, choices, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_degradation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_degradation
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choices support diversity in character, and to localize facilities and services [22]. 

Ur3 Variety It refers to achieve range, variety and choices of activities, uses, people, 

building types, forms, and urban spaces to create a range of meanings and in 

turn the meanings may influence the variety of options available [23], [4]. 

2.4.2 Functional Indicators: (F.I) 
Functional satisfaction indicators can be investigated in terms of questions regarding low 

traffic cognition, sufficient provision of parking requirement, efficient movement behavior, 

short distance low frequent trips, and effecient and sufficient provision of services. 

Fu1 Low frequent 

short trips 

It refers to avoid isolating people without vehicles, create efficient “day” 

and “night” districts [24]. 

Fu2 Alternative 

movement  

It refers to encourage potential for alternative transportation options and 

alternative movement systems (pedestrian, cycling, public transport) [25]. 

Fu3 Services 

provision  

It refers to efficient qualitative provision of services, to provide wide range 

of diversity and choices, variety and mix of services and facilities. [4].  
Fu4 Streets 

efficiency 

It refers to achieve low traffic cognition [26]. 

Fu5 Parking Lot  It refers to achieve Sufficient provision of parking requirements [26]. 

2.4.3 Social Indicators: (S.I) 
Social Satisfaction indicators can be investigated in terms of questions regarding Resident's 

interaction, sense of community, familiarity and trust in neighbors, and Safety and security. 

So1 Residents 

interaction 

It refers to achieve shared public facilities, services, public spaces, 

transportation options, walking, and other facilities to encourage promote 

opportunities of amounts and types of residents human activities with i.e. 

walking, sitting, doing commercial exchanges, making pictures on a 

sidewalk, talking [27]. 

So2 Sense of 

community 

It refer to increase resident feeling of  membership, influence, integration, 

fulfillment of needs, shared emotional connections; shared values, norms, 

meaning, and identity; stewardship, responsibility, and regard for neighbors 

and entire community[28]. 

So3 Public 

Familiarity, 

Trust and 

Reciprocity 

It refers to encourage residents' willingness to co-operate for mutual benefit, 

everyday type of social interactions; to foster trust, harmonious and co-

operative behavior needed in neighborhoods. [28].  

So4 Safety and 

security 

It refers to crime reduction, displacement of crime and response time; to 

make continuous eye on streets, to being safe during walking trips from 

crime and attack; to be secured from traffic accidents; and to enhance 

personal safety and pedestrian/vehicle conflict [29]. 

2.4.4 Economic Indicators: (Ec.I) 
Economic satisfaction indicators can be investigated in terms of questions regarding 

reduction of commuting cost, reduction of travel distance and reduction resource consumption. 

Ec1 Economic 

interaction 

It refers to provide residents with great economic opportunity for mutual 

exchange between different adjacent and diverse parts to support 

opportunities for economic exchange [4]. 

Ec2 Reduce 

commute cost 

It refers to reduce travel distance, and provision of alternative transportation 

options that accordingly reduce commuting cost [30]. 

Ec3 Reduce resource 

consumption 

It refers to spends less of resident’s income on the combined cost of housing and 

transportation; it provides residents with great number of transportation options [30]. 
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2.4.5 Environmental Indicator: (E.I) 
Environmental Satisfaction indicators can be investigated in terms of questions regarding 

reduction of air pollution, reduction of noise pollution, and reduction of fuel consumption.  

En1 Fuel 

Consumption 

Reduction 

It refers to reduce vehicle miles, frequent trips, and depend on alternative 

public transportation options [27], [31]. 

EN2 Air pollution 

Reduction 

It refers to discourage travel energy movement systems; match projected 

co2 emission with tree planting. Control private motorized transport and 

give public transport priorities [32].  

EN3 Noise Pollution 

Reduction 

It refers to facilitates walking and biking, lowers vehicle miles travelled, 

improves air quality, and enhances urban aesthetics [32]. 

3. The case study of four neighborhoods in Cairo 

Cairo is exposed to different dramatic shifts in neighbourhood landuse models. Starting 

from traditional mixed-land-use, followed by modern separate-land-use, and followed by 

transformtion from separate to mixed land-use. The case study of Cairo will be investigated 

regarding the effect of landuse pattern on residents satisfaction in neighborhood scale [10]. In 

order to achieve this aim, the research depends on a field study, practical measurement and 

statistical analysis. The field study will go through three stages to achieve these goals. 

3.1 Case study selection criteria: 

Four neighborhoods were selected to present contrasts of physical and social attributes 

including the historical development, as shown in Figure 2. They should satisfy variables 

incorporated within the proposed model:  

1. They should meet two chategories, the first that originally developed as separate 

land-use and transformed to current states of mixed land-use to meet resident's 

needs. And the second that originally developed and still working as separate land-

use pattern due to the strict regulations of state. 

2. In each category, two case-studies were selected to present high and low soci-

economic levels.  

3. Finally they should be built, occupied and of equal area. 

4. The selected cases should be developed by the state and implies open public 

communities and not including private or gated property.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Case Study Selection (Greater Cairo Region) 
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In type (A) two neighborhoods in nasr city are selected as originally planned as 

separate-land-use and transformed into mixed land use, where residents worked informally 

to transform urban form to mixeduse. the first low-income and the other for high income. 

NH (1) Zahraa - Nasr city is a 40 years old community, one of the low and mid income 

level communities, that is developed by the state based on medium rise mid-density. It is 

original plan developed as modern separate land-use neighborhood. Gradually, ten years 

later it has been transformed by residents from original separate land-use pattern to mixed 

land-use. A dominant commercial mixed land-use axes are formed, with increasing their 

mix, variation and intensity, with inclusion of varity of commercial, educations, medical 

uses that are highly mixed with residential area to meet resident’s needs. 

NH (2) Dawowd Zawahri – Nasr City is a 50 years old community, one of the high-

income level that is developed by the state based on medium-rise high-density. Its original 

plan developed as separate land-use neighborhood. Gradually, ten years later, its services 

pattern has been transformed to mixed, intensive and variation. Many of residents changed 

their occupation and migrated to other high-level communities, and left the place for those 

residents whose workplace is there, to resides there.  

In type B, two neighborhoods in New Cairo are selected as originally planned and still 

working as separate-land-use. The first developed for low and mid-income and the other 

developed for high income. The strict regulation make them still working in the same 

manner it was planned without transformation. 

NH (3) 1st district - New Cairo: 1st district - New Cairo, a 30 years old community is 

one of the low and mid-income level neighborhoods that is developed by the state based on 

mid-rise and mid-density. Its original plan developed as separate land-use pattern, where 

services are placed at central location separate from residential area.  

NH (4) Yasmin district - New Cairo: Yasmin district - New Cairo, a 30 years old 

community is one of the high-income level neighborhoods that are developed by the state 

based on low-rise and low-density. Its original plan developed as separate land-use pattern, 

where services are placed at central location separate from residential area.  

3.2 Data Collection and Classification: 

The purpose is to measure the correlation between Land-use pattern and resident's perception 

and satisfaction to urban development in reference to their socioeconomic level. Two forms of 

data were collected, the first aims to measure land-use patterns and the other aims to measure 

resident's satisfaction to urban, functional, social, economic, and environmental aspects of 

development in their neighborhood. Finally, the correlation between both is measured. 

3.2.1 Neighborhood land-use pattern:  
Land-use data were collected using surveying maps, to document land-use pattern and 

to trace the modified land-use pattern according to resident’s needs. Land-use pattern are 

gathered, measured and scored in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  

A comparison of original and modified land use plans for selected neighborhoods 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

3.2.2 Residents Satisfaction and perception of development indicators:  
Attitude measurement semi-structured interviews were conducted to 20 interviewees in 

each neighborhood over a total period of two months. The interviewees were selected to 

present different income level (High and Low), male and female are selected. The 

interview were designed to explore and collect qualitative data regarding resident's 

satisfaction to different development indicators. The purpose was to define the statically 

significant differences in satisfaction level between high and low income residents in 

mixed-use and separate-use  neighborhoods. The questionnaire is formulated on the five-

point Likert scale (scored from 1 to 5). It includes questions about:  

5. Residents socio economic characteristics and car ownership. 

6. Residents Urban satisfaction to pedestrian movement behavior, and alternative 

transportation option, way finding and diversity of urban form.   

7. Functional satisfaction to traffic cognition, sufficient provision of parking 

requirement, efficient movement behavior, short distance low frequent trips, and 

efficient and sufficient provision of services. 

8. Social Satisfaction to interaction, sense of community, reciprocity, familiarity and 

trust in neighbors, and Safety and security, and feeling safe and secure for their 

family, kids and wifes to move in the community. 

9. Economic satisfaction to living cost in term of commuting cost, reduction of travel 

distance and reduction resource consumption. 

10. Environmental Satisfaction to reduction of air pollution, reduction of noise 

pollution, and reduction of fuel consumption. 

The interview results are gathered, measured and scored with degree of satisfaction and 

perception of sustainable development in percentage, in Table 2. 
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Table 2. 

Residents Satisfaction of development indicators (Percentage). 

Assesment 

Factors 

NH1 NH2 NH3 NH4 

Mixed landuse Mixed landuse Separate landuse Separate landuse 

Low income High income Low income  High income 

Urban 70% 40% 40% 90% 

Functional 90% 10% 10% 70% 

Social 70% 20% 30% 90% 

Economic 90% 60% 10% 50% 

Environmental 70% 10% 40% 90% 

3.3 Analysis, result and discussion: 

In this part, a discussion using Interactive graph based on a comparison between data collected 

for each case study. The neighborhoods are presented from the higher mixed land-use communities 

NH1 to the higher in separate land-use community NH4. The theoretical Expectation is presented to 

achieve higher expected development with highly mixed neighborhoods (NH1), and presented to 

achieve lower expected development with lower Separate neighborhoods (NH4). Resident's 

Satisfaction curves are compared with regard to residents income level. 

3.3.1 Visual and urban aspects: 
Figure (3) reveals contradicting satisfaction level of low and high income residents for 

moving from mixed to separate communities. Which can be explained as follow: 

  
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Resident's satisfaction to urban development Indicators (Percentage).. 

High-income residents conflict with theoritical expectations, they found moving from 

mixed to separate landuse neighbourhood increase their satisfaction to urban development. 

As stated by one of residents: 

"We escape from dense concentration of people and low spaces, low green areas and 

low urban beutification, we miss our right for high standards of open green spaces. We 

miss similar unified character for our residential buildings with excluding the crowded visual 

polution of commercial advertising changing coloures images".  

On the contrary, They highly prefere their separate landuse communities that provids 

appropriate high quality open spaces, calm, and greenery of streets and urban spaces, that 

promotes movment behavior and walkability and bycicle. Besdie, they found their 

neighbourhood reduce dense concentration of people accordingly provide calmnees. They 

have external paid input, they can afford the cost of green spaces and others. 

On the Other hand, Low income Residents concide with theoritical expectations, they found 

moving from mixed to separate communities is less prefered. As stated by one of the residents: 
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"Eventhough we found visual croudness in mixed communities but we found their 

Streets compine both  residential and non-residential buildings, accordinlgy provides 

security and safty and implies diversity of activities, building types, hieghts and urban 

spaces accordingly they are more attractive for residents to promotes pedistrian movment 

behavior (walking and bycing). Their streets become and liviabile full of life. Beside we 

found defined identity and characheter in each region of the neighbourhood that enhance 

ligibility of orientation, you always know where you are".  

On the contrary, They found separate landuse neighbourhood locate homes often at 

great distances from commercial areas, accordingly discourage walkabilty and increases 

car dependency. Besdie Streets are missing nonresidential uses, they lack security and 

livability, then they are not attractive, poore, and unsafe for pedistrian walkability. Besdie 

It makes them always miss the way since all building are similar in type, height, form, and 

function. As stated by one of the residents: 

“You donot have dissimilar icons to distingush where you are, you need to ask different 

times to know where to go, some times you did not find persons to tell you where you are 

or how to get your target.”  

Our observation conflicts with residents perception. Our observation revealed a huge 

similarity of building types and low level of walkability in separate communities, beside 

ahuge disturbance in visual image in mixed communities.  

3.3.2 Functional Aspects: 
Figure (4) reveals contradicting satisfaction level of low and high income residents for 

moving from mixed to separate communities. Which can be explained as follow: 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Resident's satisfaction to functional development indicators (Percentage). 

High-income resients conflect with theorities, they found moving from mixed to separate 

communities increase their satisfaction of functional development. As stated by one of the residents: 

"Eventhough I found public transportation, but it is uncomfortable and did not meet my 

expectations, I donot have alternative to depend on private car, which ofcoure increase 

my norms of car ownership."  

They found mixed communities share resdiential area streets and parking areas with 

services requirments, makes streets lack required parking lots, and make it crouded with 

high traffic cognition, unsafe for pedistrian. They have to use steel pars to keep their 

wright to have parking areas as soon as they come home. As stated by one of the residents: 

“As soon as I come back home, it requires more than one hour to find a place to park 

my car, most of the residents uses steel par and put their name on it, to asure they have 

parking lane for them, and will not sufer to park their cars”. 
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They prefare separating services from resdiential area to avoid intrusions or passengers 

who can share them in parking area, and cause crouded traffic. To be sure they will have 

suffeceint car parking lots and effeceint streets with lower traffic and effeceint movment 

behaviour. At the same time they discourge public transportation and completely depend 

on alternative private car and high value of car ownership, accordingly it cause high traffic 

cognition, and accordingly, low effeceincy of arterial streets. As explained by residents: 

"Living in new cairo is not practical without private car, to have any services or to go any where 

one take much time and distance, in case of car crash we donot have alternative to  stay at home”. 

They do not worry for low sufficient provision of services or even public transportation; 

they mainly depend on private provision of goods. As stated by one of the residents: 

“We do not need direct contact with services to have our goods, the life is changed. We 

go to hypermarkets and large mega stores. There is home delivery service, besides we have 

one or more car drivers who can go to large hyper market and get what we need". 

Their priorities much more concerned to facilities, they have replaced public services 

with facilities and entertainment areas. They can afford the high value of private services, 

private car ownership, and high frequent trips. Beside they have servants who can cut far 

distance to super markets to bring required services, as explained by one of the residents:  

"The public provision of services is not attainable and is not efficient and suitable, and that 

as the private alternative is better and satisfy our expectations, we do not care to bear its cost”.  

They have external money paid force, they afford the cost of private goods and private 

transportation. but in case of  lake of this external force, they highly suffer from the 

negative impacts. Unlike the case of  mixed communities they can handel their life.  

On the contrary, low-income residents concide with theories; they found mixed-use 

neighbourhoods, provide all services especialy daily one within walking distance and 

avoid longer distances and consumption of more time to reach where they wish. It 

encourges public transportation and discourge private car deendency. Also it provides 

secure streets full of life that encourges walkability at any time of the day. 

They found living in separate communities make it hard to get services, resedints are 

forced to move long distance and high frequent trips that consume more travel time, cost  

and effort to reach services. and since separate communities cause large distance areas with 

low density and low populated size, it could make alternative public transportation as 

unpractical solusion. As stated by one of the residents: 

“If you cut long distance to the shoping market at separate services to puy breakfast and 

you forget cheese, you will have to get back and cut the same very long distance to 

consume more effort, cost, and propoably the morning time could be a problem to reach 

your children school bus at time, commuting cost of time, mony and effort is great in 

separate communities”.   

They are relativly more impacted with low services provesion, due to their low 

economic conditions, they can not afford cost of private car and private provesion of 

services. they are forced to depend on alternative public options. They lack the basic 

physical infrastructure. To conclude low-income Rsidents face a great problem in their 

movment behaviour in the city. 
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Our Observation conflects with residents perception, it revealeas shortage in parking 

areas, high frequent long distance trips, high traffic cognition at main streets, and high 

traffic cognition at peak hours greater than traffic cognition that take place in old 

traditional cairo. As stated by one of the residents who argued that: 

“At 8am, we found new cairo streets are very crowded more than it was the case  in 

midtown of old cairo wher we come from”. 

Our Observation revealed a high value of car ownership ranges between two to three 

car lot per family, accordingly require large no. of parking lots, accordingly cause low 

effeceincy in meeting residents huge demand of car parking. Beside the residents found 

their car very essintial for living, As stated by on of the residents,  

“ If my car is break down or crashed, I face a very big problem with my working day. I 

have to stay at home untill I fix it, the car become a must.” 

As unexpected separate landuse communities compaired to mixed landuse communities 

rather than solve the problem of traffic cognition it become part of the problem. Actually, 

separate communities as unexpected cause high traffic cognition, and accordingly impact 

effeceincy of arterial streets. 

3.3.3 Social aspects: 
Figure (5) reveals contradicting satisfaction level of low and high income residents for 

moving from mixed to separate communities. Which can be explained as follow: 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Resident's satisfaction to social development indicators (Percentage). 

1- Interaction:  

High-income resients conflect with theoritiies; they found moving from mixed to 

separate communities increase their satisfaction to interaction and trust. They found mixed 

communities includes services so it become unquit place and unsafe for its residents, 

spaces are full of unknown intrusions that reduces trust of others, accordingly they fair to 

know others and accordingly reduce interaction. As stated by one of the resdients: 

“We want to exclude our children from streets, they should not interact with low-

income level to avoid learning bad attitudes, we keep them home as possible as we can". 

On the contrary, they found separate communities promote interaction through 

neighboring familiarity, there is no intrutions or external passengers, only neighbours who 

exist in urban spaces; they mostly know each other, that provides local sense of community 

and identity. Beside they prefer rather than know neighbours from streets to know them in 

community social club where they can meet and socialize their young childern with similar 

socioeconomic level. Where they can encourage some kind of contraction, involvement 

and participation in micro community, as explained by one of residents: 
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"We feel the intimate scale of the community, we feel ease of contact with each other, we 

build small civil society that contact with developer and are responsible for the community".  

On the other hand, low-income residents concides with theories; they found mixed 

communities promote interaction, since they walk more so they meet neighbors in services 

area, accordingly increase the chances for meeting each other, they feel more connected to 

their community, accordingly, they are more likely to know their neighbors, are more likely 

to trust or have faith in other people and enhance the trust and reciprocity between resedints 

and accordingly enhance interaction between resedint. As stated by one of the residents: 

“Streets is a place of  our children to meet, interact, and exchange knowledge, we sense 

of lama and wanas in such a streets that are abondant of life”. 

On the Contrary, they found separate communities make streets as unwelkcoming for 

walkability and donot provide common areas, accordingly it reduces the chances for 

meeting their neighbours and knowing them. Beside, they donot have affordability to 

participate in any social club to give them self and their family the chance to interact and 

know heir community. They are far from knowing their neighbors, they fair to know their 

neighbors, and fair to trust them. This reduces the trust in evry thing even in the 

neighbours and discourge interaction between resedint. It reduces sense of trust and 

reciprocity between neighbours living inside this area. They found it not only isolate 

streets from through traffic but also from every thing else. It becomes an exclusive 

destination, it becomes only a place to go to rather than a place that might also passed 

through. Which diminishes by-product of movement, or the potentialities of other optional 

activities in adition to the basic activity of traveling from point to point; thus isolating and 

excluding those too young, old, and poor who can not drive.  

Our Observation revealed that low level of social interaction for both low and high income 

residents, they donot know their neighbourhs, as explained by one of the low income residents: 

“In old mixed neighbourhoods, where we come from, we know every one in the 

community. We always share our public life to meet in streets. on the other hand here, in 

separate landuse communities, we hardly know our nearst neighbours. 

And as stated by another one of the high income residents: 

"None of the residents have time to waste building the community relationships..., 

where everyone is a community in his own right." 

2- Safety and security: 

High-income residents conflect with theories, they found moving from mixed to separate 

communities increase their satisfaction of safty and security. They found mixed communities 

unsafe, they suffered from inclusion of services inside the residential area, they fair 

adjacency between services and their homes, they fair of intrusions, unwanted, unfamiliar, 

and fair of crowded traffics for their children. They thought that this cause a lack of safety 

and increase crime opportunities. They exclude their children from streets to avoid accidents 

and intrusions. On the contrary, they found separates communities provides quieter and safer 

streets and urban spaces, where children can play with minimal fear of fast moving traffic. It 

provides a sense of safety against intrusion and unfamiliar persons, and reduce the crime 

opportunities, they found safety through excluding the others. 
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On the other hand, low-income resident concides with theory; they found mixed 

communities save and secure, since streets are livable abundant of live, a continuous eye 

on streets; and they found it secure for their children since there is no fast moving traffic. 

Residents know each other they also recognize strangers. The interaction and relationship 

between residents, mutual relationship with reciprocity, achieve safety inside streets. On 

the Contrary, they found separate communities reduce through movmennt of people so it 

cannot animate streets, it loses life, no eye observe streets all day and night; Accordingly, 

they are unsafe and enhances crime opportunity, by reducing through movment of people 

which Accordingly it reduces sense of safety. Beside it is not secure for their children. 

Our Observation contradicts with resident's perception, High-income residents perceive 

separate communities as safe with high interaction, but actually high-income residents have 

external money paid force to have private security, they can feel save all day and night. But 

with lack of paid security due to their high cost or even due to instability of security gap 

conditions as an example, after the 25 jan revolutions, a security gap exist, it makes low and 

high-income residents feel unsafe in separate communities compared to mixed communities. 

3.3.4 Economic aspects: 
Figure (6) reveals contradicting satisfaction level of low and high income residents for 

moving from mixed to separate communities. Which can be explained as follow:   

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Resident's satisfaction to Economic development (Percentage). 

High-income residents concides with theories; they found living in mixed communities 

consume low living cost, but it does not meet their urban, functional, social expectations. So 

they do not worry to bear extra cost in separate communities. At the same time, they found 

separate-communities consumes high living cost, it incorporates large distances and high 

frequent trips, they consume high communiting costs, but they can afford, they can pay to have 

other urban, functional, social, and environmental benefits. They will shop from hyper market 

and will teach their children in international schools; according to their periorities’ there is no 

essential need for mixed use with the residential area. As stated by one of the residents: 

"we donot deny that in cases of fuel reduction, we suffer too much to live in separate 

communities we have to wait long time in every long lane to have fuel. Which of course due to 

high rate of consumption due to long distance frequent trips we suffer every day to have fuel 

compaired to other mixed communities who are low consumption and low car dependency". 

On the other hand, Low-income residents, found living in mixed communities require 

lower living cost; they do not need to consume high commuting cost to reach services. 

Services are located within walking distance. They can use public transportation and 

walkability; they do not have to depend on private car. They found mixed communities 

enhance through movement and increase economic benfits on services, accordingly It 

increase economic interaction. On the contrary, they found separate land-use pattern 
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consumes high living cost; homes are often located at great distances from commercial 

establishments, which further discourage walking and increases dependency on the private 

car. To have services, residents have to pay high commuting cost, and consume time and 

effort. They found it as expensive, they cannot afford. As stated by one of the residents,  

They found high standards of car fuel consumption, time consumption, beside the cost 

of car mentance, and change rates of spare parts, every thing need cost more than we used 

to in mixed neighbourhoods, most of the residents face car faliur due to the unusual high 

rates of car use, accordingly high rate of car spares and motor oil change rates. We need 

two cars one for father and another for mother”   

Our observation conflicts with resident’s perception, we observed higher commuting 

cost, since it based mainly on private car with high value of ownership, high trips, long 

distance trips, the matter that impacts development. Beside, lack of fuel provision; and 

increase of fuel prices. As an example, after the 25 jan revolutions, low and high-income 

residents completely suffered not only from communing cost but also due to the required 

long waiting time in fuel stated by one of the residents: 

Also incase of having diffeculties in having fuel due to increasing its cost or due to 

general lake of government provesion of fuels, we face big problem in separate 

communities, we donot have alternative public transportation other wise we have to bear 

extra cost and time ranges between 6 to 7 hours to have full tank and some times they 

cannot take ecxept half tanke ot 20 liter”. It become more than an economic cost, it 

exceedes to be a matter of cost of time and behaviour”. 

This are combined with high consumption rates due to long distance and high frequent 

trips. High-income residents lose their external money paid force that eliminate from their 

own perception the negative impacts of separate communities. 

3.3.5 Environmental aspects: 
Figure (7) reveals contradicting satisfaction level of low and high income residents for 

moving from mixed to separate communities. Which can be explained as follow: 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7. Residents Satisfaction to Environmental development (percentage). 

High-income residents coflect with theories, they found moving from mixed to separate 

communities reduces pollution, as stated by one of the residents: 

"We suffered in mixed land-use communities from noise as serious problem, noise from 

passengers, and noise from uses and other especially during night, accordingly it increases 

environmental and noise pollution. 

They found separate communities promising solutions for avoiding noise pollution from 

passengers, uses and other especially during night, they found calm environment. They found 

solution for environmental pollution with perfect air quality sunny and clear environment.  
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On the other hand, Low-income residents concedes with theories, they found mixed-use 

communities are much crowded and higher pollution, but it is pedestrian oriented, that 

reduce car dependency and accordingly reduce environmental and noise pollution caused 

by high frequent trips. They found Separate land-use communities are car oriented that 

increase car trips and traffic cognition during much of the day, and accordingly increase 

co2 emission, air pollution, increase fuel energy consumption. Accordingly, it increase 

environmental and noise pollution, and reduces un-renewable resource consumption due to 

the high-level fuel consumption. Our Observation conflicts with resident's perception, it 

revealed high rates of car consumption that cause high rates of noise and air pollution. 

3.4 General satisfaction of sustainability: 

Generaly, resident's satisfaction deviates from theoritical expectations based on housing-

income level. Two sustainability evaluation criteria is deduced, the first sustainablety on 

perception level, and sustainablety on observation level. 

Mixed use neighbourhoods are sustainable when it is measured on observation level. On 

the contrary when it is measured on perception level it records two contradicting evaluation 

in term of residents income level. High income residents found mixed land-use communities 

reduce their perception of sustainability in contrast with low income resdidents who found 

mixed communities sustainable on perception level.  

On the other hand, Separate use neighbourhoods are not sustainable when it is measured 

on observation level. On the contrary when it is measured on perception level, it records two 

contradicting evaluation based on residents income level. Low income residents found 

separate communities decrease their overal satisfaction and perception of sustainability in 

contrast to high income residents who found separate use as sustainable on perception level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8. Comparing satisfaction level for High and low income residents (in percentage). 

Fig. 8 illustrates that low income residents consider economic and functional indicators 

are key factors for their evaluation of sustainability than social, uran and environmental 

indicators. On the contrary high income residents consider social, Urban, and Environmental 

indicators are key factors for their evaluation of satisfaction level than functional and 

economic indicators. This is because they have external monry paid input, they can afford 

cost of fixing functional and economic aspecst based on private alternative provesion.  

In term of sustainability, Mixed use neigbourhoods compaired to separate use 

neighbourhoods seems to achieve high value in term of sustainability level. On the contrary, 
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in term of satisfaction level, mixed use neighbourhood is highly prefered by low income 

level. And separate use neighbourhoods is highly prefered by high income residents.   

4. Conclusion 

This paper provides a brief documentation to the literature on land-use pattern, 

meaning, types, and measures, and their impact on urban development with their measures. 

It focuses on five easy-to-investigate indicators urban, functional, social, economic and 

environmental they used to evaluate land-use pattern in New Cairo Settlement (NCS), 

Egypt, with reference to residents perception. 

This paper found that resident's satisfaction to development between mixed versus 

separate land-use neighborhoods was statistically insignificant when the effects of 

household income were incorporated. Most of the findings confirm deeper conflicts 

between theories, resident’s perception and real observation.  

In the first hand, the theoretical expectations generally suggest that mixed communities 

is positively affect development than separate communities. On the other hand, the 

interview revealed a conflict with theories; it revealed that residents' satisfaction mostly 

relates to their socioeconomic level. 

In separate communities, resident's perception of development is directly proportional with 

their income level. In mixed communities, resident's perception of development is inversely 

proportional with their income level. Accordingly, adopted development criteria for measuring 

land use pattern cannot be the same; it needs to be revisited for different housing types:  

 Residents with High-income explicitly resists land-use mix and relies on single land-

use communities, mostly residential. They prefer separate land use neighborhoods that 

reduce dense concentration of people and provide calm and beatification of streets and 

urban spaces; compared to mixed land use communities that encourage dense 

concentration of people and reduce spaces, green areas and urban beatification.  

 Residents with low-income level encourage and rely on mixed-use communities. They 

prefer mixed land use communities that reduce traveled vehicle miles and facilitate 

movement behavior and alternative transportation options walking and biking. It 

provides diversity of activities inside public life in the city, affecting its livability; it 

creates livable areas full of life. Compared to separate land-use communities that 

locate homes at great distances from commercial areas, which further discourage 

walkability and increases car dependence. 

 Both of them found their preferred habits and attitudes, and can face the obstacles to 

achieve development. For Low-income residents the functional and economic 

indicators are key factors for measuring their satisfaction of development. For High 

Income residents, the visual, urban, social, and environmental indicators are the key 

factors for their satisfaction of development. 

4.1 Our observation conflicts with resident’s perception, in different aspects: 

 In separate communities, although high-income residents perceive normal functional 

performance and moderate economic cost, we observed high rates of private car 

ownership, high economic cost especially in case of low resources and revolutions.  

 Observation revealed a consumption of high economic and environmental cost in 

separate communities compared to mixed communities.  
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4.2 Recommendations: 

 The paper alerts the decision-makers and policy makers to revisit their orientation for 

mixed versus separate communities based on resident’s income level. 

 The planners should take in their consideration housing-income level when 

considering adopted land-use pattern, to create environment that encourage social 

interaction in the way residents used to do. 
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المجاورة السكنيت على درجت رضا السكان وادراكهم تأثير نمط استعمالاث الاراضي في 

 دراست مقارنت أربعت مجاوراث في أقليم القاهرة الكبرى -  للتنميت العمرانيت المستذامت

 ملخص البحث:

َخجهً انخُبقض بٍُ اسخخذاو اًَبط الاسخعًبلاث انًخخهطت وانًُفصهت حًثم جذنُت نهعذَذ يٍ انفئبث انًهخًت 

ق انعذَذ يٍ انببحثٍُ فٍ يجبل انعًراٌ عهً اٌ خهظ الاسخعًبلاث ببنًقبرَت بفصم ببنعًراٌ. فقذ أحف

الاسخعًبلاث ًَكٍ اٌ َحقق انخًُُت انًسخذايت. وعهً انُقُض، َذافع انعذَذ يٍ انسكبٌ وانًطىرٍَ عٍ 

اسخخذاو فكرة فصم الاسخعًبلاث فٍ انًجبورة انسكُُت حُث َجذ انسكبٌ انهذوء والأيٍ وانًسبحبث 

انخضراء. وعهً انىجه الاخر، احبعج انذونت سُبسبث يخرددة بٍُ انخشجُع و انرفض لاسخخذاو الاسخعًبلاث 

 انًخخهطت وانًُفصهت عهً يسخىي انًجبورة انسكُُت. 

حعخًذ انذراست عهً دراست حبنت فٍ اقهُى انقبهرة انكبري نخحهُم وحىثُق حبثُر ًَظ اسخعًبلاث الاراضٍ 

راكهى نخحقُق يفبهُى انخًُُت انًسخذايت، يع انخركُز عهً يسخىاهى الاقخصبدٌ عهً رضب انسكبٌ واد

الاجخًبعٍ. يع انًحبفظت عهً اٌ حكىٌ كبفت انعُُبث انًُخقبة نهذراست حى حطىَرهب بًعرفت انذونت واٌ حكىٌ 

حجُب اَت يٍ ًَظ انعًراٌ انًفخىح وانعبو، وَخى اسخثُبء اَت اًَبط  انعًراٌ انخبص وانًسىر حخً َخى 

 يؤثراث خبرجُت حؤثر عهً درجت رضب انسكبٌ.

وقذ حىصم انبحث نهعذَذ يٍ انخُبقضبث انخٍ حخُبقض يع انُظرَبث وانخىجهبث انخبصت ببنخًُُت 

انًسخذايت. فقذ اوضحج انذراست وجىد عهً بٍُ انًسخىي الاقخصبدٌ الاجخًبعٍ والاقخصبدٌ نهسكبٌ وبٍُ 

ًَظ اسخعًبلاث الاراضٍ عهً ححقُق انخًُُت. حىصم انخحهُم انً اٌ رضب درجت ادراكهى ورضبهى عٍ حأثُر 

انسكبٌ روٌ انًسخىي الاقخصبدٌ الاجخًبعٍ انًرحفع نخفضُم انسكٍ فٍ انًجبوراث انخٍ حعخًذ عهً انفصم 

خىي فٍ الاسخعًبلاث َخُجت الاسخُبد انً يعبَُر اجخًبعُت وبُئُت وعًراَُت، بًُُب ًَُم رضب انسكبٌ روٌ انًس

الاقخصبدٌ الاجخًبعٍ انًخىسظ وانًُخفض نخفضُم انسكٍ فٍ انًجبوراث انخٍ حعخًذ عهً انخهظ فٍ 

 الاسخعًبلاث َخُجت الاسخُبد انً يعبَُر اقخصبدَت ووظُفُت.  

خهظ الاسخعًبلاث، فصم الاسخعًبلاث، ًَظ اسخعًبلاث الاراضٍ، رضب انسكبٌ، الكلماث المفتاحيت:

 ذخم، يؤشبث انخًُُت انعًراَُت. يسخىي انسكبٌ حبعب نه

 

 

 


